Anita Camarella & Davide Facchini Duo

la famiglia canterina
Honored with the "LadyLake Indie Music Awards" Best Album 2013 U.S.A.
Anita Camarella and Davide Facchini new album “La famiglia canterina” collects some of
the greatest hits from the repertoire of Swing Italian. Draw a line of continuity in their musichistorical research of early modern Italian music and is thought of as a natural evolution of
their first recording, “Quei motivetti che ci piaccion tanto” (2002).
This CD is full of swing, songs, quotes, curiosities,
guitars, special guests.
Each arrangement draws liberally from the many
experiences, expertise and varied musical influences
of the two artists.
Just within this CD has been possible to gather after
60 years, two Italian guitarists as legendary who
have experienced first hand this music: Franco Cerri
(1926), a famous jazz guitarist and Raf Montrasio
(1929), legendary guitarist of the legendary Renato
Carosone sextet in the 50s, by which Anita
Camarella and Davide Facchini have been
collaborating for several years.
“La famiglia canterina” (1941) is a song that carries with it many stories...
It’s a tribute to the radio, whose first broadcasts reached Italy in 1924; its lyrics mention
some of the most famous Italian singers, musicians and orchestras from the '30s and '40s among them Ernesto Bonino and the Trio Lescano, original performers of this song - and hint
at other songs of that era.
All this is told through the story of a singing family in which the mother, father and their
little daughter are racing to sing their favorite songs.
For over 10 years Anita Camarella and Davide Facchini carry and tell around the world this
wonderful music, a ‘fresco’ of Italian history that fascinates all generations, thanks to a show
devoted to this repertoire, its performers and musicians.
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Anita Camarella &
Davide Facchini Duo
Over the last 10 years the Duo formed by the
evocative voice of Anita Camarella and eclectic
fingerstyle guitar Davide Facchini has been
committed to researching, analysing and working-out songs from the “Italian Swing era”
of the ‘30s and ‘40s: unforgettable lyrics and music telling of typical Italian life-experiences
and anecdotes of that time.
This talented couple can already look back on many years of international concerts,
including prestigious festivals and exhibitions in Italy, Europe,United States and Russia.
Their latest CD "La famiglia canterina" was honored with the "LadyLake Indie Music
Awards" Best Album 2013 USA.
They have performed in some of the most renowned concert halls, alongside some of the
most famous artists on the international musical scene (Tommy Emmanuel, Stephen
Bennett, Muriel Anderson, Frank Vignola, Carl Verheyen, and many others...).
Radio Stations of United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,
Argentina, Brazil, Tunisia, Portugal, France, Hungary, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia
and Italy have broadcasted their music.

Discography:
“Quei motivetti che ci piaccion tanto” (2002)
Anita Camarella & Davide Facchini Duo
“Juley” (2004)
Davide Facchini
“Spaghetti alla chitarra” (2007)
Davide Facchini & Raf Montrasio
“La famiglia canterina” (2013)
Anita Camarella & Davide Facchini Duo
Honored with the “LadyLake Music Indie
Awards” BEST ALBUM 2013 U.S.A.

«Bello! Original! Modern!
Really unusual and frankly just sensational:
this extremely talented couple satisfy all generations
with an extraordinary modern mixture of styles.»
“Pacifica Tribune” ~ San Francisco (U.S.A.)

«...time stood still like in a dream: a masterful duo!»
“La Voix de Mardi” ~ Hazebrouck (France)
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